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1. Introduction

Several times each warm season the predominantly
northerly winds off the U.S. west coast are interrupted
by a period of southerly winds, caused by the north-
ward propagation of a coastally trapped disturbance.
These disturbances, which we will refer to here as
coastally trapped wind reversals (CTWRs) and which
are often called “southerly surges,” typically last from
one to several days and can spread coastal fog rapidly
along several hundreds of kilometers of the coast
(Fig. 1). Although the weather associated with CTWRs
is rather benign compared to winter storms or tropi-
cal cyclones, the rapid transition from clear to foggy
conditions severely limits air traffic at coastal airports
(like San Francisco), surprises fishermen and recre-
ational boaters so that they cannot easily navigate vi-
sually, and generally produces a chilly day for coastal
inhabitants and beach users. Physically, CTWRs typi-
cally cause an abrupt change in the wind stress on the
ocean’s surface, variations in the oceanic surface wave
field, changes in the structure of the marine atmo-
spheric boundary layer, and the rapid spreading of
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FIG. 1. Sequence of visible satellite images from a NOAA polar-orbiting satellite at (a) 1359, (b) 1810, and (c) 2341 UTC 10 Jun
1994, and infrared image from the same satellite at (d) 0336 UTC 11 Jun. Mesoscale sea level pressure (mb) analyses from the closest
time are superimposed on each image. The time of each pressure analysis is shown followed by the time of each image. From Ralph
et al. (1998).
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coastal fog. In addition to these impacts on the weather,
these wind reversals disrupt the normal forcing of
ocean upwelling which impacts on the ocean produc-
tivity. While the climatological synoptic-scale aspects
of CTWRs are relatively well defined (Mass and Bond
1996, hereinafter MB96), forecasting these distur-
bances remains difficult, in part because the structure
and governing dynamics of CTWRs are not com-
pletely understood.

Through its Accelerated Research Initiative (ARI)
on Coastal Meteorology, the Office of Naval Research
(ONR) has sponsored a broad research effort to exam-
ine the interaction of the coastal atmosphere with
coastal topography under a variety of circumstances.
The initiation, propagation, evolution, and decay of
CTWRs were the subjects of the Experiment on
Coastally Trapped Disturbances (ECTD), which was
supported principally by the ONR Coastal Meteorol-
ogy ARI. The general problem of the interaction of the
marine atmospheric boundary layer with coastal to-
pography was the primary focus of the Coastal Waves
1996 effort, which was also partially supported by the
Coastal Meteorology ARI and is described by Rogers
et al. (1998). The observational activities of Coastal
Waves 1996 and those of the ECTD were complemen-
tary and partially concurrent in their execution. The
interaction of winter fronts and cyclones with coastal
topography was the primary focus of the Coastal Ob-
servation And Simulation with Topography (COAST)
program, which was also partially supported under the
Coastal Meteorology ARI and is described in
Bond et al. (1997).

This paper describes the early results and some
highlights of the ECTD. The scientific background and
significant outstanding issues about CTWRs are de-
scribed in sections 2 and 3. Sections 4, 5, and 6 sum-
marize the observational and modeling efforts brought
together to address the hypotheses embodied in the
outstanding issues. The new understanding gained
from the ECTD is described in section 7. In section 8
a summary is given and the remaining scientific ques-
tions are discussed. Much of this work is on going and
will be or has been presented in other scientific articles;
the intent here is to provide a broader scientific per-
spective within which the specific ECTD studies fit.

2. Scientific background

CTWRs represent significant departures from the
typical warm season, low-level airflow along the west

coast of the United States. The typical pattern is domi-
nated by the North Pacific anticyclone, which produces
northerly winds and a strong low-level temperature
inversion due to the associated large-scale subsidence
that traps a cool layer of air adjacent to the cold, un-
derlying ocean water. This cool “marine layer” is com-
posed of a mixed layer capped by the marine layer
inversion. The mixed layer usually extends upward
from the ocean surface for several hundred meters, and
the overlying marine layer inversion, in which the
in situ temperature increases with height, can vary from
tens to hundreds of meters in thickness (Nieberger
et al. 1961). The top of the marine layer (i.e., the top
of the inversion) is generally below the 300–800-m
tops of the mountains that are present along almost this
entire coastline. The mountains keep the cool, dense
marine layer air from flowing over the adjacent land
mass, and the highly stratified coastal air mass thus
forms a layered fluid system bounded on one side by
the mountains. This system can support several classes
of air motions that are not possible when either the
low-level stratification or the coastal mountain barrier
(or both) is absent.

CTWRs compose one class of airflow event that
occurs in the stratified coastal marine atmosphere off
the U.S. west coast. The northward airflow in a CTWR
is forced to flow along the coastal mountains by the
Coriolis effect, and the resulting winds are trapped
within about 100 km of the coastline, a distance
roughly equal to the baroclinic radius of deformation
in this system. To support the southerly wind along
the coast, the local, along-coast pressure gradient force
must be oriented from south to north. Controversy has
surrounded the mechanisms that produce this rever-
sal in the pressure gradient force from its more typi-
cal north-to-south orientation.

Prior to 1996, case studies of a few individual
CTWRs gave inconsistent views of the synoptic-scale
evolution associated with these events. MB96 have
helped to rectify this by constructing composites for
the synoptic- to large-scale evolution associated with
47 CTWR events. Their study has shown that a rather
characteristic evolution can be associated with
CTWRs. The pattern typical of the initiation phase of
a CTWR along the central California coast is shown
in Fig. 2. The 500-mb analysis shows ridging just off
the West Coast, which progresses eastward as the
CTWR evolves. The sea level pressure analysis shows
that the inland thermal trough tends to shift toward the
coast or just offshore in northern California to weaken
or reverse the nominal southward along-coast pressure
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gradient force, to the south of the thermal trough. This
shift in the position of the surface trough is associated
with warm temperature and offshore directed flow near
850 mb, suggesting that troughing in the lee of the
coastal mountains and/or offshore advection of warm
continental air is responsible for the warming. The

48-h evolution of the synoptic
environment just preceding the
initiation of a representative
CTWR is shown in Fig. 3, where
the inland movement of a high-
pressure ridge into Washington
and Oregon, and the northwest-
ward extension of the inland
thermal trough in California are
seen (Ralph et al. 1998). In ad-
dition, Fig. 3 highlights the ex-
istence of a region of 24-h surface
pressure falls, and changes in the
position and strength of the
northerly coastal jet. The posi-
tion of the surface pressure
change pattern and its northward
movement are consistent with
the northward movement and
acceleration of the northerly
coastal jet, just north of the cen-
ter of the region of pressure falls.
While these synoptic patterns
are quite pronounced in many
CTWR cases, there is consider-
able case-to-case variability,
which was not addressed by
MB96. In addition, the charac-
teristic synoptic pressure pattern
does not always produce a
CTWR, which indicates that
other factors play a role and can
contribute to forecast uncertainty.

CTWRs have been inter-
preted in three different ways: as
freely propagating Kelvin waves
(Dorman 1985, 1988), as topo-
graphically trapped density
currents (Dorman 1987; Mass
and Albright 1987), and as the
mesoscale response to the along-
shore pressure gradients pro-
duced by the orography and the
synoptic scale flow (Mass et al.
1986; Mass and Albright 1988;

MB96). The theoretical study by Reason and Steyn
(1992) suggests that both marine layer processes
(Kelvin wave or gravity current dynamics) and syn-
optic-scale processes contribute to the initiation and
evolution of CTWRs, which indicates that simplified
interpretations based on a single process may be

FIG. 2. Composites, deviations from climatology, and the significance of the deviations
for the times of strong wind reversals at buoy 46013. The maximum composite and deviation
wind vectors are 12.6 and 9.4 m s−1, respectively. In the significance figures, the 95% and
99% significance levels are indicated by the 1.00 and 2.00, respectively. The location of
buoy 46013 is indicated by the black dot. From Mass and Bond (1996).
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inadequate. Even though CTWRs may contain com-
ponents of all three processes, the individual interpre-
tations regarding the governing dynamics have
important implications about the structure, initiation,
and propagation of coastally trapped disturbances,
which provides the basis for the outstanding issues pre-
sented in the next section.

The Kelvin wave interpretation is based on the idea
that the atmosphere along the U.S. west coast during
the summer months can be approximated as a two-
layer system with the topography providing a wall
along the eastern boundary of the fluid. A propagat-
ing, wavelike disturbance can be excited along the
coast if the top of the marine layer is lifted or depressed
along some portion of the coast. This can produce a
northward moving Kelvin wave (depicted schemati-
cally in Fig. 4a) that will produce a signature in the
surface pressure field due to the thickness variations
of the marine layer. Linear theory, applied to a case
examined by Dorman (1985), predicts a uniform
propagation speed of about 6 m s−1 for that case. This
uniform 6 m s−1 propagation agrees with some obser-
vations but disagrees with the nonuniform propaga-
tion characteristics observed for many disturbances
(Bond et al. 1996; Ralph et al. 1998). These variations
in propagation have been hypothesized to be the re-
sult of nonlinear dynamics, topographic gaps, bends

in the coastline, and/or diurnal effects. The initiation
of a Kelvin wave has not been fully explained theo-

FIG. 3. (a) Synoptic overview of the preconditioning before southerly alongshore flow developed. Arrows and dashed lines repre-
sent the movement over approximately 48 h of the feature at the end of the arrow. (b) Vertical structure of the MBL inversion, and the
relationship between the region of coastal pressure falls and lower-tropospheric warm advection. From Ralph et al. (1998).

FIG. 4. Sketch of idealized structure of a coastally trapped (a)
Kelvin wave and (b) gravity current.
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retically nor observed, although recent modeling
efforts by Samelson and Rogerson (1996) and
Skamarock et al. (1999) have provided important in-
sight into possible initiation mechanisms. These stud-
ies are described further in section 6.

The gravity current or internal bore interpretation
is based on the idea that a thick, cool marine layer of-
ten exists to the south along the coast with little or no
marine layer farther north. Under these conditions, the
cool air in the thicker marine layer acts as a source of
more dense fluid that subsequently flows northward
to push the less dense air out of the way (Fig. 4b). The
signature in the surface pressure field is again due to
marine layer thickness differences that occur across
the leading edge of the gravity current. Nonuniform
propagation may be the result of along-coast varia-
tions in the environmental fluid characteristics and/
or diurnal variations. The hypothesized scenario for
the initiation of the gravity current is for the marine
layer to be substantially reduced in thickness to the
north due to the passage of a synoptic-scale system.
The thicker reservoir of cool air to the south is then
released by some unknown event to begin the flow of
marine layer air northward. The initiation mechanism
has not been previously identified in the literature,
although the modeling work by Jackson and Reason
(1995), described in section 6, has examined the evo-
lution of these types of disturbances under realistic
synoptic-scale structures.

The Kelvin wave and gravity current interpreta-
tions both rely on marine layer thickness variations to
generate the pressure gradients that support propaga-
tion, but differ in several clearly identifiable ways.
First, the Kelvin wave represents a wavelike distur-
bance along a relatively uniform marine layer, while
the gravity current represents a distinct discontinuity
in the marine layer thickness. (An internal bore, i.e., a
generalized gravity current with an elevated disconti-
nuity in the marine layer thickness, is also possible,
and the thickness change at the leading edge of the bore
is considerably more abrupt than that of a Kelvin
wave.) Next, the gravity current leading edge is char-
acterized by considerable small-scale vertical motion
that does not occur with a Kelvin wave, as suggested
schematically in Fig. 4. Finally, the rapid change in
marine layer thickness across the gravity current lead-
ing edge will tend to produce air mass differences (e.g.,
different equivalent potential temperatures) across the
gravity current leading edge. The nonturbulent gradual
changes associated with the Kelvin wave will not pro-
duce an appreciable equivalent potential temperature

difference across the leading edge of the wave. Klemp
et al. (1997) show that the internal bore also has no
appreciable equivalent potential temperature gradient
at the surface and has a dynamic evolution character-
istic of a gravity current, which the internal bore be-
comes in the limit of the marine layer depth going to
zero ahead of the bore. Consequently, the equivalent
potential temperature near the surface is not sufficient
to distinguish between these types of disturbances. The
results of Bond et al. (1996) show that the tempera-
ture changes observed at most of the coastal buoys are
very small as the disturbance passes; the exceptions
are those buoys farther north along the Oregon and
Washington coasts. This suggests that the gravity cur-
rent explanation may not be correct for the CTWRs
along the California coast but may be more applicable
to CTWRs farther north.

The interpretation of a CTWR as a mesoscale re-
sponse to the along-coast pressure gradient is based
on the idea that orographic and synoptic-scale flow
variations along the coast produce mesoscale, along-
coast pressure gradients that cause southerly winds on
some portion of the coast. The basic idea is that as the
MB96 synoptic-scale pattern evolves, a region of rela-
tively strong offshore directed flow develops along
some portion of the coast and produces a mesoscale
lee trough. The amplitude of the lee trough is depen-
dent upon the strength and stability of the synoptic-
scale flow, both of which may vary along the coast.
Propagation of the lee trough to the north results from
the shift of the subtropical high to the north and east
over time. Consequently, the largest negative pertur-
bation pressure propagates northward, and a zone of
southerlies is observed to the south of this feature. In
this case the propagation speed depends upon the
movement of the synoptic-scale features, which is
likely to vary from one event to the next. Differential
propagation speeds and abrupt transitions along large
portions of the coast are easily accounted for in this
interpretation.

The MB96 synoptic patterns are consistent with all
three CTWR interpretations and do not allow a
distinction to be made between the dynamical pro-
cesses that actually drive a particular CTWR event.
Fundamentally, the distinction between these various
processes rests on the role that marine layer thickness
variations play in the CTWR. The mesoscale response
interpretation suggests that the marine layer thickness
variations are unimportant and only an artifact of the
CTWR, not the forcing mechanism. The Kelvin wave
and gravity current interpretations rely primarily on
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marine layer thickness differences to force the CTWR
as long as the synoptic-scale environment is favorable.
A favorable synoptic environment consists of a south
to north pressure gradient along the coast, which oc-
curs in virtually all events examined by MB96 (Mass
and Bond 1997). However due to analysis resolution
differences, the coastal alongshore pressure gradient
may not always appear favorable as suggested by
Dorman (1997). Some of this subtlety in the along-
coast, sea level pressure gradient may be the pressure
effect due to the alongshore thickness change of the
marine layer (order 2–3 hPa) (Dorman 1997), which
may not be fully represented in synoptic analyses
based on limited coastal observations. The important
question is whether the resultant alongshore pressure
gradient in a given situation is due primarily to the
large-scale processes above the marine layer or to the
marine layer thickness variations themselves. These
differences may explain why CTWRs do not occur in
some cases even though the larger-scale pressure gra-
dient is favorable.

3. Summary of outstanding issues

As highlighted in the previous section, crucial gaps
in our understanding of CTWRs have lead to differ-
ing and sometimes contradictory explanations of this
phenomenon. A number of specific hypotheses were
laid out in preparation for the ECTD, and they are
described in detail in Nuss (1996). These hypotheses
reflect the important outstanding issues surrounding
the CTWRs, which can be summarized as follows.

1) What are the relative roles of marine layer thick-
ness variations along the coast versus synoptic-
scale (above the marine layer) pressure gradients
in setting up a northward alongshore pressure gra-
dient force and southerly winds?

2) Can CTWR internal dynamics be clearly charac-
terized as either Kelvin wave, gravity current, in-
ternal bore, or ageostrophic mesoscale flow due to
the synoptic-scale pressure gradient?

3) What are the specific characteristics of the synop-
tic-scale flow that respond to the coastal topogra-
phy to spawn either a Kelvin wave, gravity current,
internal bore, or coastally trapped ageostrophic
flow?

4) What are the important mechanisms that lead to
uneven propagation and to the decay of these dis-
turbances?

5) What processes lead to the cloud layer that typi-
cally progresses northward with the southerly
winds?

To help address these issues, both modeling and ob-
servational studies were undertaken prior to and within
the ECTD.

4. ECTD observational activities

a. Background synoptic-scale studies
The propagating nature of a CTWR is not easily

explained from the MB96 perspective. Also, their
study utilized very coarse resolution synoptic analy-
ses. In preparation for the ECTD field program and to
provide higher resolution descriptions than found in
MB96, Nuss (1998) examined a broad range of
CTWRs, excluding “synoptic events” as defined by
Bond et al. (1996), that occurred between 1994 and
1996. The synoptic-scale characteristics were defined
using the National Centers of Environmental Predic-
tion (NCEP) Eta Model analyses and then related to
the propagation character of the disturbance. The
propagation characteristics were defined by tracking
the northward progress of the wind reversal for
16 CTWRs. Although propagation was difficult to de-
fine absolutely, there was a clear difference between
CTWRs that tend to progress up the coast and those
where the wind shifts occurred more uniformly along
the coast. These differing propagation characteristics
were tied to the synoptic scale structure. A key find-
ing is that persistent, low-level, offshore flow is re-
quired to obtain a propagating disturbance, which can
be seen in a comparison of the cross-coast wind com-
ponent shown in Fig. 5. The wind can reverse in an
apparent CTWR due to the lowering of the pressure
along the coast to the north. This pressure decrease can
result from a variety of subtly different synoptic flow
patterns, including the MB96 pattern as well as much
stronger synoptic events, which were excluded by both
MB96 and Nuss (1998). However, without persistent
offshore flow over a broad region of the coast, the wind
reversal fails to propagate. These results suggest a
strong tie between the mesoscale coastal response, the
CTWR, and the character of the synoptic-scale forc-
ing. It appears that a Kelvin-wave-like CTWR may
only occur under certain types of persistent offshore
flow and is consistent with Reason and Jury (1990),
which showed Kelvin wave disturbances occurred
when a reduced-gravity model was forced by persis-
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tent warm, offshore flow. This remains to be firmly
established, though, as there were only a limited num-
ber of cases (four) observed during the ECTD with
sufficient coverage and resolution to describe the me-
soscale CTWR structure (see section 5 below).

b. The 1994 and 1996 field programs
ECTD field programs were conducted during 1994

and 1996, and these efforts resulted in the direct mea-
surement of four CTWR events along the California/
Oregon coast. A short duration field program was ex-
ecuted in 1994, and a several-month-long field pro-
gram in 1996. During both years, measurements were
made from coastal meteorological stations, coastal and
inland wind profilers, moored and free-drifting off-
shore buoys, satellites, and an instrumented aircraft.
Four CTWRs were measured in greater detail than any
previous CTWR events, and these observations have
provided new insight into the structure and life history
of this phenomenon.

During both years, the standard surface and upper
air observing network was enhanced with coastal wind
profilers, surface stations, drifting buoys, and addi-
tional rawinsonde launches from cooperating Depart-
ment of Defense sites. This surface and upper air
observing network is shown in Fig. 6. The coastal wind
profilers were 915-MHz profilers operated by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Environmental Technology Laboratory and
the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) to provide
boundary layer winds and RASS-derived virtual tem-
perature profiles on at least an hourly basis. Wind and
temperature data were generally available at 60- or
100-m vertical spacing from 100 m AGL to 1–3 km
AGL. In both 1994 and 1996, a Minerals Management
Service-sponsored program supported measurements
from a network of fixed surface observing stations in
the Santa Barbara Channel as well as farther north

FIG. 5. Composite cross sections of the potential temperature
(K) (dashed) and cross-coast wind component (m/s) (solid/dashed)
for (a) propagating and (b) nonpropagating CTWRs at buoy
46028.

FIG. 6. Observing sites for surface (METAR sites solid dots,
moored buoys small solid squares, drifting buoys triangles),
sounding (large stars), and profilers (large squares) taken during
the summer of 1996.
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along the coast. At several locations these were de-
ployed in pairs, one at about sea level, and one sev-
eral hundred meters up the coastal mountain slope.
Drifting buoys, of the Surface Velocity Program baro-
metric type, were deployed in both years to enhance
surface temperature and pressuremeasurements off-
shore. These buoys were drogued to drift with the 15-
m current, which carried them south along the coast
at a rate of about 15 km day−1. Due to this southward
advection by the California current, the buoy array was
reseeded once during the summer 1996 field program.

Detailed, overwater sampling of infrequent, short-
lived events such as CTWRs also requires a measure-
ment capability that is available on short notice
(typically a day or two in advance of CTWR initia-
tion), can follow the events over several days and hun-
dreds of kilometers along the coast, and can provide
in situ measurements over the three-dimensional vol-
ume of the air mass involved in the event. For the
ECTD, a light aircraft was instrumented to measure
horizontal wind, temperature, humidity, and pressure
at a 1-Hz sampling rate (Fig. 7). This aircraft, a Piper
Seneca III operated by the University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH), was available exclu-
sively to the ECTD during the field studies of 1994
and 1996, and it proved invaluable in obtaining data
on the structure and evolution of the four CTWRs that
occurred during the field studies. The Piper Seneca air-
craft is an all-metal, low-wing, nonpressurized, twin-
engined platform with a range of about 1400 km and
an altitude ceiling up to 7600 m. Air temperature, rela-
tive humidity, pressure, and radar altitude are mea-
sured directly, while the indicated airspeed, aircraft
heading, and GPS location are used to derive the winds
to an accuracy of about 1–2 m s−1. Complete descrip-
tions of the aircraft, its sensors, and data system are

given in Bane et al. (1995) and Bane (1997). Seven
research flights were flown during 1994 and 33 re-
search and two calibration flights were flown during
1996 (Fig. 8).

c. Related programs
Other research programs also took place along

California during 1994 an 1996, which enhanced the
spatial coverage of measurements and provided a syn-
ergistic advantage to all. During 1994, the Monterey
Area Ship Tracks Experiment (Durkee et al. 2000) was
conducted using primarily instrumented aircraft to
study ship-generated cloud trails and atmospheric
boundary layer processes off central California in the
general vicinity of Monterey. During 1996, the Coastal
Waves Program (Rogers et al. 1998) utilized the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
C-130 aircraft and the UNC-CH Piper Seneca aircraft
to study a variety of coastal meteorological phenom-
ena along the California coast.

FIG. 7. Piper Seneca III light twin-engined aircraft instrumented
and operated by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

FIG. 8. Flight lines flown by the UNC Piper Seneca aircraft
during the ECTD.
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5. Case studies during the ECTD

Prior to the observations taken in the ECTD, de-
tailed CTWR structure could only be inferred from
high temporal resolution coastal observations and sat-
ellite cloud imagery. As discussed above, previous
studies have described structures that resemble either
a gravity current or Kelvin wave, in which the marine
layer undergoes an abrupt or gradual thickening as the
disturbance passes. An example of the passage of a
CTWR at a coastal site near Monterey Bay is given in
Fig. 9, which illustrates both the impact of the CTWR
on the marine layer as well as the complexity of diag-
nosing the structure of a CTWR from a single coastal
site. In this event, the NPS 915-MHz profiler and ra-
dio acoustic sounding system (RASS) show a sharp
transition at 0000 UTC 11 June 1994. The strong cool-
ing and wind shift in the lowest 300 m looks remark-
ably similar to what a CTWR should look like based
on the hypotheses in earlier studies. However, similar

transitions occurred at the same times on the two pre-
ceding days, which mark the onset of the diurnally-
driven sea breeze under conditions of offshore flow.
The persistent 300–500-m deep marine layer after the
passage of the CTWR late on 10 June signifies the
impact of its passage on the nearshore atmosphere,
even though the detailed structure of the disturbance
is not completely evident. Several studies during the
ECTD have explored this case in great detail and have
aided in our understanding of CTWRs (Thompson
et al. 1997; Dorman et al. 1998; Ralph et al. 1998,
2000) including the surprising result that the CTWR
perturbation is focused in the inversion capping the
marine boundary layer (MBL) with little MBL depth
change itself. Three additional CTWRs were observed
in the 1996 ECTD field program. Of these four CTWR
cases, two were observed off central California
(10–11 June 1994 and 5 June 1996; we refer to these
as the “southern cases”), and two were observed off
northern California/southern Oregon (21–22 July and

1–2 September 1996; we refer to
these as the “northern cases”).
Provided in the next subsections
are observations, primarily from
the aircraft and satellite imagery,
showing the temperature, wind
and cloud fields for two of these
cases. The observed structure is
compared with the Naval Re-
search Laboratory’s Coupled
Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale
Prediction System (COAMPS)
(Hodur 1997) model simulations
of these cases.

a. The 10–11 June 1994 event
Figures 1a–d show satellite

images and corresponding sea
level pressure analyses valid
at about 1400 and 1800 UTC
10 June, and 0000 and 0330 UTC
11 June 1994, respectively. These
images document the northward
propagation of a “tongue” of
stratus/fog along the coast asso-
ciated with this CTWR. The sea
level pressure analyses at the
image times show the devel-
opment of a weak mesoscale
low offshore and a coastal pres-
sure ridge. Figures 10d–f show

FIG. 9. (a) Time–height section of hourly RASS virtual potential temperature (K, solid),
and hourly consensus horizontal winds, from the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) 915-MHz
radar wind profiler between 0000 UTC 8 Jun 1994 and 0000 UTC 13 Jun 1994. Hourly
averaged surface winds measured at the profiler site are included. Wind barbs are in Kt and
northerly direction points to bottom of plot. For clarity, only every other wind profile is shown.
Gaps in profiler wind data are from interference due to a nearby airport surveillance radar.
(b) Surface data from NPS, including observed (P

obs
), temperature (T

obs
), dewpoint tempera-

ture (T
d, obs

), and surface pressure calculated hydrostatically from RASS Tυ profiles below
1.5-km altitude (P

calc
). From Ralph et al. (1998a).
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COAMPS model forecast streamlines at 1000 mb and
cloud liquid water mixing ratio (shaded) at 0000 and
1400 UTC 10 June, and 0300 UTC 11 June (Thomp-
son et al. 1997) along with the corresponding satellite
images for comparison (Figs. 10a–c). In this case,

southerly flow begins in the Southern California Bight
around 0500 UTC 10 June. The southerlies pass Pt.
Conception at 0900 UTC, arrive at Monterey Bay at
1600 UTC, and reach Pt. Reyes at 0700 UTC 11 June.
These times were taken from Ralph et al. (1998) and

FIG. 10. GOES-9 visible satellite images valid at (a) 2354 UTC 9 Jun 1994, (b) 1359 UTC 10 Jun, and (c) 0336 UTC 11 Jun and
COAMPS forecast 1000-mb streamlines and cloud liquid water (g/kg) (shaded) valid (d) 0000 UTC 10 Jun, (e) 1400 UTC 10 Jun,
and (f) 0300 UTC 11 Jun. Cross-section planes are indicated in (c) and (f). From Thompson and Bane (1998).
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differ somewhat from those of the model forecast, al-
though the model depicts a very consistent evolution.
The coastal southerlies in this case are preceded by off-
shore flow along much of the coast (note the offshore
flow between Pt. Sur and Pt. Conception in Fig. 10d),
leading of a “heat wave” at coastal locations (the high
temperature in San Francisco on 10 June, for example,
was 36°C, 17°C above the monthly mean maximum
temperature). In conjunction with the heat wave, the
thermal trough, initially positioned over the central
valley of California, is centered over the coast to the
south of Monterey by 1200 UTC 10 June. Offshore
flow extends vertically to above 700 mb. Ralph et al.
(1998) show that warming due to westward horizon-
tal advection in the offshore flow over the lowest 1.5 km
results in lowering pressure all along the coast, with
the lowest pressure initially just to the south of Monterey

Bay. The pressure minimum moves to the north with
time, reaching Pt. Reyes by 1200 UTC 11 June.

Shown in Figs. 11a–d are vertical cross sections
from the aircraft and from the model depicting poten-
tial temperature with cloud water (shaded) and wind
speed in the plane of the cross section (i.e., the coast-
parallel wind component) with cloud water (shaded).
The model panels are valid at 0300 UTC 11 June. The
COAMPS simulations of this event are described in
detail by Thompson et al. (1997). Comparison of
Figs. 11a and 11c shows that the model has some of
the same features of the observed temperature field and
that the model clouds extend farther to the north than
observed, although the low liquid water content near
the leading edge of the model may not correspond to
a visible “fog.” The model thermal field suggests a
deep, nearly neutral layer above the marine layer in-

FIG. 11. Cross sections for 0300 UTC 11 Jun 1994 from the aircraft of (a) potential temperature (K) and cloud (shaded) and (b)
wind speed in the plane of the cross section (m s−1) with cloud (shaded); and from the COAMPS model of (c) potential temperature
with cloud liquid water mixing ratio (g/kg) (shaded) and (d) wind speed in the plane of the cross section (m s−1) with cloud liquid
water mixing ratio (shaded). Southerly (coast-parallel) winds are dashed and northerly winds are solid. From Thompson and Bane (1998).
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version [this is a prominent feature of this case, as
documented by Ralph et al. (1998) and Thompson
et al. (1997)], some upward expansion of the inversion
in the region of southerly flow in the model, and a
strengthening of the inversion in the northerly flow to
the north of the southerlies. Comparison of Figs. 11b
and 11d show some similar structures such as an el-
evated tongue of southerly flow at about the 980-mb
level. However, the leading edge of these southerlies
are some 100–150 km ahead of the leading edge of the
near-surface cloud/fog in the observations but 50 km
behind the model clouds. The model also produced
much stronger northerlies ahead of these southerlies.
Although this “intrusive” behavior of the southerlies
came as a bit of a surprise, Ralph et al. (2000) have
used the aircraft and buoy data from this event to es-
tablish, through comparison with the climatology of
many events given by Bond et al. (1996), that this
behavior may be representative of many CTWRs in
the southern region. The structure is summarized in
Fig. 12, where it is shown that the upward expansion
of the MBL inversion causes cooling that initiates a
weak (0.4 mb) pressure rise at the surface. The begin-
ning of this pressure rise also marks the beginning of
a decrease in the alongshore northerly winds, which
ultimately reverse sign at the surface about 3–4 h later.
The weakness of this feature in the pressure field likely
contributed to the difficulty in observing it in indi-
vidual cases using standard operational datasets.

In both the model (adjusted for low liquid water
content) and the observations, the arrival of the cloud
front at a given point lags the arrival of the elevated
leading edge of southerly flow by up to several hours.
In the observations, the strongest southerly wind is
8 m s−1 and the southerlies propagate to the north with
a phase speed of 11.9 ± 0.3 m s−1 (Ralph et al. 1998),
although propagation is substantially impeded by in-
teraction with the sea breeze in the vicinity of
Monterey Bay. In both the observations and the model
simulation, the rate of propagation drops to less than
2 m s−1 after 1800 UTC 10 June. Figures 10c and 10f
for 0300 UTC 11 June depict this period of slow propa-
gation. The observations and the model show a south-
erly low-level jet (LLJ) near Monterey Bay at
2200 UTC 10 June. In this Southern case, southerly
flow does not extend north of Pt. Reyes, in contrast to
the 21–22 July 1996 northern case discussed next.

b. The 21–22 July 1996 event
Figures 13a–d show subjective sea level pressure

analyses from Sopko (1998) that show the develop-

ment of a mesoscale offshore low near San Francisco
and a coastal pressure ridge similar to that seen in the
June 1994 event. The mesoscale low develops where
the inland pressure trough seems to extend offshore
in Fig. 13. By 1800 UTC the mesoscale low is evident
in Fig. 13b and the coastal ridge is seen to slowly
propagate north along the coast during the next 12 h
(Figs. 13c and 13d). Figures 14a–c show satellite im-
ages valid at 1800 UTC 21 July and 0000 UTC and
1900 UTC 22 July, while Figs. 14d–f show model
forecast streamlines at 1000 mb and cloud liquid wa-
ter at corresponding times. The propagation of cloud
features is not as clearly evident in this case as the June
1994 case, although the tip of the clouds just south of
Pt. Reyes in Fig. 14a do follow the southerlies that are
developing there and correspond to the coastal pres-
sure ridge in Fig. 13b. The model cloud field is some-
what more extensive than that shown in the satellite
images for 1800 UTC on both 21 and 22 July (close
agreement exists between the model and imagery at
0000 UTC 22 July). The inability of the model to cap-
ture every detail of the complex cloud distribution in
this case highlights the challenge in predicting marine
stratus even under the highly forced situation of a CTWR.

The model results show that, in this case, south-
erly flow begins at 1500 UTC 21 July in the vicinity
of San Luis Obispo Bay, about 100 km south of
Monterey. The leading edge of southerlies propagates
to the north along the coast; however the flow shifts

FIG. 12. (a) Idealized vertical structure of CTWR showing the
inversion, marine boundary layer (MBL), and free tropospheric
layers with their associated winds; (b) sea-level pressure pertur-
bation (mb); and (c) along-shore wind component for the ambi-
ent, transition and perturbed part of a CTWR. From Ralph et al.
(2000).
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back to northerly farther behind (south) of this lead-
ing edge. At 1800 UTC, southerly flow propagates
north to Pt. Piedras Blancas and simultaneously be-
gins near Pt. Reyes as a small closed cyclonic circula-
tion develops there (see Figs. 13b and 14d), much as
was analyzed in the 10–11 June 1994 southern case
(Fig. 1). By 0000 UTC, the southern area of southerly
flow propagates to Monterey Bay and unites with the
northern area of southerlies. Both the model and analy-
ses show a mesoscale low pressure center (about 1 mb
below the background pressure) is present at this time

about 100 km offshore of Pt. Reyes (a little more north
in the model than the observations), giving rise to a
broad band of strong (8 m s−1) southerly flow near the
coast (see Figs. 13c and 14e). Analysis of the momen-
tum budget from the model indicates that the wind
field in the vicinity of Pt. Reyes is nearly in geo-
strophic balance at this point, just six hours after the
initiation of southerly flow in this location. Thus, it
appears that the wind and mass fields adjust more rap-
idly in this northern case than they did in the southern
case discussed above. Over the next 18 h, southerly

FIG. 13. Sea level pressure analyses at (upper left) 1200 UTC 21 Jul 1996, (lower left) 1800 UTC 21 Jul 1996, (upper right) 0000
UTC 22 Jul 1996, and (lower right) 0600 UTC 22 Jul 1996. The analyses were subjectively prepared using all available routine sur-
face data plus special ECTD surface data and low-level aircraft data. Contours are every 2 mb with select 1-mb intervals added as
dashed contours. From Sopko (1998).
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flow continues to propagate to the north. Note that
southerly flow north of Pt. Arena in Fig. 14f is not geo-
strophically balanced. Propagation of the southerly
flow appears to “stall” on the south side of Cape

Mendocino near 1200 UTC 22 July. At 1800 UTC, the
southerlies accelerate north of Cape Mendocino in a
narrow zone (30 km wide) near the coast. Southerly
flow is not observed north of Cape Blanco.

FIG. 14. GOES-9 visible satellite images valid at (a) 1800 UTC 21 Jul 1996, (b) 0000 UTC 22 Jul, and (c) 1900 UTC 22 Jul and
COAMPS forecast 1000-mb streamlines and cloud liquid water (g/kg) (shaded) valid (d) 1800 UTC 21 Jul, (e) 0000 UTC 22 Jul, and
(f) 1800 UTC 22 Jul. Cross-section planes are indicated in (b) and (e). From Thompson and Bane (1998).

a b c
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Shown in Figs. 15a–d are aircraft and model verti-
cal cross sections for 0000 UTC 22 July 1996.
Comparison of Figs. 15a and c shows close agreement
between the aircraft observations and the model for
both potential temperature and cloud water, although
there are low liquid water content clouds to the north
in the model. Both the model and the aircraft show a
relatively constant marine layer thickness along most
of the section, although the model shows a “shelf” in
the cloud tops exists between about the 50- and
100-km marks on the distance axes, which is only mar-
ginally hinted at in the observations. This steplike
structure is suggestive of a gravity current with the
southerly flow progressing to the north along with the
slightly thicker marine layer. This is further substan-
tiated by noting that the southerly wind speed near the
surface is 5.6 m s−1, and examination of this section at
later times indicates that the wind shift/thickness gra-
dient feature progresses to the north at about 5 m s−1.

The elevated southerly maximum is somewhat greater
in the model than the observations (9.7 vs 6 m s−1) and
is not vertically stacked, which again highlights the
challenges in modeling the details of a CTWR even
when the general evolution is captured. As shown in
Fig. 15d, the separation between southerly and north-
erly flow (i.e., the zero isotach) is coincident with a
clear change in marine layer thickness.

c. Summary and comparisons of these two cases
Perhaps the most significant of the findings about

the structure of the 10–11 June 1994 CTWR came
from the aircraft observations, which showed that the
disturbance was contained primarily within the inver-
sion layer, and that the leading edge of the southerlies
occurs in the inversion 100–150 km ahead of the sur-
face wind reversal and cloud leading edge (Fig. 12).
These in situ measurements also revealed the rather
uniform thickness of the mixed layer across the dis-

FIG. 15. Cross sections as in Fig. 11 except for 0000 UTC 22 Jul 1996. From Thompson and Bane (1998).
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turbance both in the along-coast (Figs. 11a and 11b)
and cross-coast (not shown) directions. This structure
differed substantially from the fixed point, time series
perspective from the NPS profiler (Fig. 9), which sug-
gested a dramatic thickening of the mixed layer at the
disturbance’s leading edge. At the overwater location
of the aircraft section, there was little mixed layer
thickening, indicating the lack of a gravity current–like
structure within the main body of the CTWR.
Although the data and the model clearly show that the
MBL does not necessarily deepen in association with
the surface alongshore wind reversal, which is incon-
sistent with the traditional two-layer theories of Kelvin
waves, Ralph et al. (2000) showed that the observed
structure is consistent with a mixed Kelvin wave-
internal bore within a three-layer system. The three
layers being the mixed layer (i.e., the MBL), the in-
version capping this mixed layer, and the free tropo-
sphere above (Fig. 12). Although their results were
based on a detailed analysis of the 10–11 June 1994
event, the weak (0.4 mb) pressure rise preceding the
surface wind reversal was also present in the CTWR
composites created by Bond et al. (1996), which lead
Ralph et al. (2000) to conclude that this structure is
characteristic of most CTWRs in the region.

Preliminary analyses of the 1996 events show
some similarities to the 10–11 June 1994 event, but
they also clearly indicate that different events can have
several different structures. Comparison of Figs. 11a,c
with Figs. 15a,c suggests that the line between the
layer of weaker stratification above the marine layer
inversion and the inversion that sloped down to the
north on 10–11 June 1994 is more flat in the 22 July
case. Thus, the propagation in the middle layer (in-
version) described above for the June 1994 case may
not be applicable to the July 1996 case. As this propa-
gation within the inversion appeared to play an im-
portant role in the dynamics as well as the initiation
of the June 1994 CTWR, its absence in the July 1996
case may have profound dynamical implications
(Thompson and Bane 1998). The July 1996 CTWR
seems more consistent with a two-layer interpretation
than does the June 1994 CTWR, given the deepening
of the MBL behind the leading edge of the distur-
bance. Even so, Fig. 15b shows that the leading edge
of the southerly winds in the July 1996 case exists
above the surface in the stratified inversion, as was the
case for the June 1994 case; however, the July 1996
CTWR exhibits a thicker layer of southerlies than does
the June 1994 event, extending upward from the in-
version to at least 850 mb. These differences in me-

soscale structure are interesting and point to the com-
plexity of these disturbances. More extensive analy-
sis of these and the other cases from 1996 are presently
under way.

6. Model studies

A variety of numerical modeling studies were con-
ducted as part of the ECTD and can be grouped into
two classes of investigation. First, a number of stud-
ies have focused primarily on the disturbance itself and
its behavior under a variety of external forcings. These
studies have employed both reduced gravity models
as well as full physics primitive equation models us-
ing idealized conditions. The other class of model stud-
ies comprises those that attempt to simulate the
complete evolution of the atmosphere including the
larger-scale background and the disturbance, such as
the COAMPS simulations described in the previous
section. These studies have used primitive equation
models, full-physics as well as simplified, to simulate
either actual events or idealized atmospheric structures
that contain the salient characteristic features of the
real atmosphere during a CTWR. These two classes
of model studies are described in the two subsections
that follow.

a. Simulations of CTWR characteristics
Idealized model simulations have been conducted

to provide insight into the basic dynamical properties
of CTWRs as well as their relationship to synoptic-
scale forcing. The simplest idealized model of coastal
trapping utilizes a reduced-gravity, shallow-water
model, consisting of a single active layer of homoge-
neous fluid beneath a passive, thick, homogeneous
upper layer of slightly smaller density, where the
coastal orography is represented by a vertical wall. The
investigation of coastally trapped disturbances in the
lower atmosphere using shallow-water models was
begun by Gill (1977), who was motivated by obser-
vations along the coast of South Africa. It has been
continued and extended by Nguyen and Gill (1981),
Bannon (1981), Hermann et al. (1990), Reason and
Steyn (1990, 1992), Rogerson and Samelson (1995),
Klemp et al. (1995), and more recently by Samelson
and Rogerson (1996) to examine the CTWR evolution
when forced by the MB96 synoptic climatology.

The MB96 climatological synoptic evolution may
be represented in an idealized manner by the westward
propagation of a low pressure center (lee trough)
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across the coastal boundary. When the linear, reduced-
gravity, shallow-water model is forced by this pres-
sure field, the response is qualitatively and, to some
degree, quantitatively consistent with many aspects of
observed CTWRs (Samelson and Rogerson 1996).
The response occurs in two stages, and the dynamics
of the response to the cross-shore and alongshore pres-
sure gradients are distinct. As the region of low pres-
sure moves offshore, the cross-shore pressure gradient
forces ageostrophic offshore flow near the coastal wall,
and farther offshore is balanced by an alongshore geo-
strophic flow. The resulting divergence of the cross-
shore flow thins the stable layer by several hundred
meters near the coast, but there is no alongshore wind
response at the coast and no alongshore propagation
of the disturbance. In contrast, the imposed alongshore
pressure gradient forces a reversal of the alongshore
winds at the coast to the south of the low. The along-
shore wind and the stable layer thickness responses at
the coast are together described by forced Kelvin wave
dynamics. Far from the coast, the cross-shore flow
response to the alongshore pressure gradients is geo-
strophic, and the convergence to the south and diver-
gence to the north in this geostrophic cross-shore flow
force the coastal Kelvin wave. Similar to a free Kelvin
wave, the alongshore flow at the coast in this forced
Kelvin wave is both in geostrophic balance with and
directly accelerated by the alongshore pressure
gradient.

The combination of these two effects leads to a
coastally trapped response that occurs in two stages.
During the generation phase, the stable layer lifts and
falls along the coast in response to convergence and
divergence of both ageostrophic and geostrophic
cross-shore flow, and the alongshore winds are accel-
erated by the alongshore pressure gradient forcing.
During the propagation and decay phase, the pressure
forcing weakens, and the stable layer thickness along
the coast is controlled primarily by the convergence
and divergence of the alongshore flow, while the
alongshore winds are driven primarily by alongshore
pressure gradients caused by these changes in thick-
ness. The forced response resembles a free Kelvin
wave more closely during the second stage, which
occurs after the low has been pushed offshore. The
evolution of the coastal pressure, thickness, and along-
shore velocity in the linear model are shown in Fig. 16,
which shows a change from locally forced to propa-
gating near t = 1 day. For this simple model, the forced
Kelvin wave propagates rather uniformly unlike many
observed cases where the propagation can vary over time.

A halting of the northward propagation of CTWRs
at capes and headlands is sometimes seen observation-
ally and work by Skamarock et al. (1996) shows that
Kelvin waves, rotationally trapped bores and gravity
currents propagate around bends without any loss in
amplitude in the absence of northerly winds at the
bend. This suggests that factors other than coastline
shape contribute to nonuniform propagation and the
formation of eddies near headlands and capes.
Rogerson (1999) has recently demonstrated that non-
linear coastally trapped disturbances in the shallow-
water model may be halted near coastline bends by
hydraulically supercritical northerly ambient flow
(Dorman 1985; Winant et al. 1988; Samelson 1992),
and has described an associated generation of eddies
that bear a striking resemblance to features in satel-
lite images of stratus during a coastally trapped event
off California in May 1982.

Other recent theoretical work has begun to address
aspects of the vertical structure of observed CTWRs.
Based on the analysis of linear models with continu-
ous and two-layer stratification, Samelson (1999) has
suggested that the observed vertical structure of iso-
therms at the leading edge of the 10–11 June 1994
event may arise during the transition from a directly

FIG. 16. (a) Coastal pressure forcing and (b)–(d) model re-
sponse as a function of alongshore distance and time for an ide-
alized, linear, CTWR model. (a) Imposed pressure forcing, p

a
,

contoured in increments of 0.5 mb. (b) Marine layer thickness, ζ,
contoured in increments of 100 m. (c) Alongshore velocity, υ + V

0
,

contoured in increments of 2 m s−1. (d) Surface pressure, p, contoured
in increments of 0.5 mb. From Samelson and Rogerson (1996).
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forced, barotropic, alongshore velocity response to a
regime dominated by wave propagation, as coastally
trapped vertical modes excited by mesoscale pressure
gradients begin to disperse at differing phase speeds.

The Colorado State University Regional Atmo-
spheric Modeling System (RAMS) has also been used
to make a number of idealized two- and three-
dimensional CTWR simulations to extend the results
of the reduced gravity models. RAMS is a versatile
mesoscale model allowing tailored applications to a
wide range of atmospheric phenomena and is de-
scribed in detail in Pielke et al. (1992). Idealized grav-
ity current–like CTWRs are initialized in RAMS by
cooling the southern part of the model domain, in a
shallow layer near the coast (Jackson and Reason
1995). This results in an increase in density and pres-
sure in that zone, and the propagation northward along
the coastal mountains, of a southerly wind reversal
(Fig. 17). A number of numerical experiments have
been made to test the sensitivity of this type of CTWR
to topographic configuration, background synoptic
conditions, size and intensity of the initiating cold
pool, etc. Initial results (Fu et al. 1997) suggest that
these gravity current–like CTWRs are sensitive to the
size and intensity of the initiating cold pool. Large cold
pools with large amounts of cooling of a scale which
allows geostrophic adjustment to take place result in
CTWRs that decay more rapidly than those initiated
with smaller cooling areas. If the cooling amount or
area is too small however, the supply of cold air be-
comes the limiting factor and the CTWR will also
decay more rapidly. Sea surface temperature values
similar to those of the cold pool seem to enhance
propagation speed and are associated with idealized
CTWRs, which exhibit sharp surface transitions.
When coastal mountains are less steep they are less
effective in blocking onshore flow, and CTWR inten-
sity is reduced. Simulated CTWRs attenuate and re-
duce their cross-shore scale when they propagate past
gaps in the coastal mountains.

b. Simulations of complete atmospheric evolution
The shallow-water model approach is limited in

that it treats the synoptic forcing as an imposed exter-
nal forcing and allows no feedback on the atmospheric
structure above the marine layer. To provide a clearer
link between the synoptic-scale forcing and the com-
plete three-dimensional evolution of the atmosphere,
Skamarock et al. (1999) utilized a three-dimensional,
nonhydrostatic, primitive equation model and ideal-
ized climatological conditions to investigate the

coastal evolution due to an imposed offshore forcing
similar to that described by MB96. The time and space
scales of the synopticforcing were based largely on
those documented in the 10–11 June 1994 event.
Ralph et al. (1998) found offshore flow occurred over
most of California with a 5 m s−1 maximum centered
near the Monterey Bay region. This offshore flow per-
sisted for about 3 days, similar to the imposed forcing
used by Skamarock et al. (1999). Their results are
shown in Fig. 18 for their reference simulation, which
resembles remarkably well the observed structure of
the 10 June 1994 CTWR as well as other previously
observed events. The idealized model simulations
show the development of a mesoscale coastal low due
to evacuation of the marine layer and lee troughing in
response to the offshore flow across the coastal moun-
tains after about 1 day. Figures 1 and 13 show a similar
evolution of sea level pressure with the development
of a weak offshore mesoscale low. As the low-level
flow comes into geostrophic balance with this mesos-
cale coastal low, the westerly flow to the south encoun-
ters the coastal mountains and raises the marine layer,
which accelerates the flow to the north as a coastally
trapped disturbance. Coastal southerlies consequently
propagate north into the region where the marine layer
has been pushed offshore and the coastal low elongates
and is displaced further offshore on day 2. This char-
acter of the evolution differs from that of the shallow-
water simulations in that the shallow water layer
initially rises into the low, whereas these three dimen-
sional simulations show the MBL being depressed and

FIG. 17. CTWR from RAMS model simulation of Jackson and
Reason (1995). Contours are in hPa with a 0.25 hPa interval.
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moved offshore similar to the evolution documented
by observations. The CTWRs inthese simulations are
freely propagating disturbances once they are initiated
by the local deepening of the marine layer. Skamarock
et al. also find evidence of topographically trapped
Rossby waves above the MBL in their simulations,
and these waves may be responsible for the northward
propagation of the lee trough documented in MB96.

Simulations of numerous observed cases of
CTWRs has also been done using a variety of model-
ing systems. These simulations provide insight into
our ability to routinely predict these events from rou-
tine observations. COAMPS was run in real time in
support of aircraft operations during June and July
1996 and has been used in research studies of CTWRs
(Thompson et al. 1997; Thompson and Bane 1998).
Comparisons of COAMPS results with observations
for the 10–11 June 1994 and 21–22 July 1996 CTWRs
were presented above in section 5. In addition to these
COAMPS studies, RAMS has been used to make re-
alistic simulations (Guan et al. 1998; Jackson et al.
1999) of the strong CTWR event of 15–18 May 1985,
documented by Mass and Albright (1987). These stud-
ies have suggested that RAMS can also be successfully
applied to simulate, and further the understanding of,
CTWR events where the synoptic forcing is strong and
local boundary layer dynamics are less important for

the evolution of the event. The synop-
tic situation under which this gravity
current–like event occurred involved
the northwestward tracking of a
midlevel low across northern Califor-
nia/southern Oregon and out over the
Pacific. Associated with this low were
offshore warm winds ahead of the
CTWR, and a cool onshore flow in the
Southern California Bight (Fig. 19).
These flows then reversed the usual
southward-directed pressure gradient
force along the West Coast, and pro-
moted convergence of relatively cool,
dense air against the coastal moun-
tains to the south. Deceleration of this
onshore flow by the coastal mountains
(Pierrehumbert and Wyman 1985;
Reason 1994), together with the favor-
able background synoptic environ-
ment, then lead to the propagation of
a gravity current–like CTWR north-

FIG. 19. Low-level circulation from a RAMS model simula-
tion of the 15–18 May 1985 CTWR (Jackson et al. 1999). Pres-
sure given in mb.

FIG. 18. Evolution of the potential temperature (K) (contours) and surface winds
for the idealized primitive equation model simulations of Skamarock et al. (1999).
Maximum vector in the plots is 14 m/s.
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wards as far as the northern tip of Vancouver Island.
Force balance diagnostics from the RAMS simulation
(Fig. 19, Jackson et al. 1999) reinforce the importance
of the decelerating onshore flow to the south for initi-
ating this event. The southerly (positive) meridional
wind tendency in the California Bight seen in Fig. 20
is due in part to a weakening of the northerly (nega-
tive) Coriolis tendency. The decreased northerly Co-
riolis tendency is caused by deceleration and
divergence of the onshore flow in the offshore area,
and allows the southerly (positive) pressure gradient
tendency to dominate, thus initiating the CTWR.

Similar to a previously documented gravity cur-
rent–like CTWR that reached northern Vancouver
Island (Reason and Dunkley 1993), this event termi-
nated essentially because favorable synoptic condi-
tions no longer existed. However, unlike the Reason
and Dunkley CTWR, there was little evidence of sig-
nificant weakening or stalling of the event near large
gaps in the coastal mountains between northern
Oregon and Vancouver Island. These differences in
propagation characteristics emphasize the difficulties
faced in forecasting CTWRs.

7. Progress in understanding

After five years of rather intensive study, consid-
erable progress in understanding the character and ini-
tiation of CTWRs has been made. The fundamental
issue has been and is still the relative roles of MBL
depth changes versus external forcing above the MBL.
The observational and modeling studies have comple-
mented each other very well to further our understand-
ing of the basic dynamics of these coastal weather
events and indicate the relationship between the MBL
and external forcing in the few events studied. The
initiation mechanisms are much better understood
from both modeling and observational perspectives.
The synoptic-scale structure defined by MB96 has
been shown by Skamarock et al. (1999) and Samelson
and Rogerson (1996) to be capable of spawning a
coastally trapped Kelvin wave in which the MBL
depth differences that drive the disturbance are exter-
nally forced, at least initially. Analysis of the well
documented CTWR of 10–11 June 1994 by Ralph
et al. (1998) indicated that offshore advection of warm
continental air across a 600–1000-km long portion of
the coast was the primary mechanism for producing
the region of coastal pressure falls and the ensuing low
pressure trough prior to CTWR development in that

case. Although topographic lee troughing due to
downslope flow over the coastal ranges did not domi-
nate the observed evolution in that case, it is possible
that both mechanisms could be important in other
cases. The importance of offshore advection of warm
continental air may account for the lack of CTWRs
along the California coast during the cool season when
offshore flow is more prevalent in this region. The
study by Nuss (1998) supports the model of Skamarock
et al. (1999) in that propagating disturbances seem to
arise only during periods of synoptic-scale offshore
flow that forces a coastal lee trough. Other synoptic
patterns that result in reversing the pressure gradient
do not lead to propagating CTWRs. These studies pro-
vide a clear relationship between the synoptic-scale
forcing and the coastal mesoscale response. Preliminary
analyses of the 1996 events suggest that there is con-
siderable variability in both the synoptic-scale forcing
and the coastal response for CTWRs. The forcing can
be very short-lived and still produce a short-lived
CTWR such as the 5 June 1996 case. The large-scale
conditions required to create a CTWR involve a sig-
nificant weakening, and eventual reversal, of the
alongshore pressure gradient from its normal south-
ward decrease of surface pressure. While Skamarock
et al. (1999) and Ralph et al. (2000) show this can
occur south of an axis of maximum offshore flow and
its associated warm advection and/or downslope
warming, the climatological northerly flow that usu-
ally inhibits CTWR formation or propagation is also
accelerated to the north of this axis. Thus, the very
conditions that can lead to a CTWR, also create a limit
to its northward extent, barring the anomalous north-
ward movement of this favorable synoptic-scale
forcing.

Significant insight into the structure and govern-
ing dynamics of these events has come through de-
tailed observational and modeling studies. The
analysis of Ralph et al. (1998, 2000) raises concern
about the applicability of two-layer shallow-water
theory to the phenomenon because these studies
clearly showed that these disturbances can occur with-
out the anticipated change in the MBL depth, and in-
stead can sometimes be described as an upward
expansion of the inversion capping the MBL. Ralph
et al. (2000) showed that this event was most consis-
tent with a mixed wave-bore propagating on the MBL
inversion, while the MBL acted as a quasi-rigid lower
boundary. This showed the strong contribution of
MBL structure to the disturbance’s evolution although
the initiation was externally forced. Although com-
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FIG. 20. Time tendency of the meridional wind component at
1600 UTC 15 May 1985 at a level 118 m above sea-level: (a)
total tendency; (b) tendency due to the pressure gradient force;
and (c) tendency due to the coriolis force. The tendency is in
10 (−4) m s (−2) and contoured every 2 × 10 (−4) m s (−2). From
Jackson et al. (1999).
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parison of the 10–11 June 1994 event to the compos-
ite of many events (Bond et al. 1996) by Ralph et al.
(2000) suggests that this structure may be character-
istic of many CTWRs, preliminary analysis of the
1996 events suggests that case to case differences in
the MBL and inversion structure occur. In fact the July
1996 event had little MBL structure to account for the
pressure gradient driving this disturbance.  This indi-
cates that the structure and governing dynamics of
CTWRs can vary significantly from one event to an-
other. Model simulations (Jackson et al. 1999;
Thompson et al. 1997) using observational data have
also revealed this variability by showing that CTWRs
can be marked by a substantial change in MBL depth
and thus may be better characterized by internal bore
or gravity current behavior. Thus, the cases observed
and modeled during the ECTD have not shown that
all CTWRs can be described as either internal bores,
Kelvin waves, gravity currents, or simply ageo-
strophic downgradient flow. Instead it appears that all
these processes can play a role, but with differing de-
grees in different events. The idealized studies of the
disturbance itself show that the distinction between
Kelvin wave, internal bore, or gravity current charac-
terizations for CTWRs it not critical in that they all
propagate and both observations and theoretical stud-
ies show that Kelvin waves can evolve into bores and
gravity currents.

The differences in forcing that occur from one case
to another may help to determine which dynamic
mechanisms are most important, and in a long-
duration event, how a CTWR may evolve from one
type to another. Clear differences in forcing likely exist
between events best described as Kelvin waves or
bores and those described as gravity currents or
ageostrophic downgradient flow that does not depend
on MBL depth. The ECTD has established that sev-
eral environmental factors could help distinguish
which type of event will occur: the duration and along-
shore extent of the offshore flow apparently influences
the propagation characteristics (Nuss 1998), static sta-
bility above the MBL influences the upward gravity
wave energy propagation that influences the rate of steep-
ening of nonlinear disturbances (Skamarock et al. 1999),
and the strength of lee troughing versus offshore warm
advection could determine if the MBL is simply made
more shallow or eliminated altogether which determines
the basic dynamic mechanism as suggested by
Klemp et al. (1997).

Another key result from the ECTD has been the
ability of full physics models using real atmospheric

data to demonstrate skill at simulating CTWRs. Both
the RAMS (Jackson et al. 1999) and COAMPS
(Thompson et al. 1997; Thompson and Bane 1998)
have produced representative simulations of five dif-
ferent CTWR events. This indicates that the models
are potentially capable of forecasting CTWRs given
sufficiently accurate initial conditions. Given the pos-
sible sensitivity of the dynamic mechanisms to vari-
ous factors, the routine prediction of these events
several days in advance is not certain. Clearly the ro-
bust synoptic signature found by MB96 and high-
lighted in the 10–11 June 1994 event by Ralph et al.
(1998) and other cases by Sopko (1998) suggest that
the numerical models can predict these events with
some skill. A key remaining question is what aspects
of the larger scale environment are responsible for poor
predictions and what observational resources are re-
quired to improve those predictions.

8. Future directions

Although the ECTD has provided important in-
sights into CTWRs, the limited number of cases ob-
served has prevented resolution of all the outstanding
issues. The detailed evolution of the structure of a
CTWR has not been observed over its life cycle, and
the causes of the decay and cessation of propagation
have not been specifically addressed in these studies.
Observations of CTWRs that reach the northern tip
of Vancouver Island suggest that in some cases these
events may significantly weaken or even stall at
prominent gaps in the coastal mountains like the
Columbia River mouth or the Strait of Juan de Fuca
(Reason and Dunkley 1993). Since this behavior does
not always happen (Jackson et al. 1999), problems are
posed for forecasting. To study the potential influence
of the significant variations in the coastal topography
of the Pacific Northwest and Vancouver Island coasts,
a joint field program utilizing in situ, remote, and air-
craft observations is being planned by researchers at
the Universities of Northern British Columbia,
Melbourne, and British Columbia. Numerical simu-
lations of the ECTD cases and the analysis of the ob-
servational data continue and will likely shed further
light on these subjects. Additional cases are needed
to more fully determine the links between the forcing
and the mesoscale coastal response that is hinted at
in these four cases and the synoptic studies. In addi-
tion, the role of uncertainties and errors in the physi-
cal parameterizations, such as turbulence, radiation,
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or cloud microphysics, in producing accurate model
forecasts is unknown and would benefit from addi-
tional detailed case studies.

Routine quasi-operational mesoscale modeling of
West Coast weather is beginning to provide model
predictions of CTWR events that may help to extend
the studies begun under the Coastal Meteorology ARI.
Certainly, as noted above, the key ingredients
necessary for skillful, consistent prediction of these
events is not fully defined although insights from the
ECTD do point in several definite directions. The pri-
mary question concerns the sensitivity of actual
CTWR events to the range of errors in the routine
observation of the West Coast atmosphere. Detailed
studies of more CTWR events may help define the neces-
sary observations to characterize the large-scale forc-
ing and background environment that shape the evolution
of a CTWR. The continued analysis of the other events
observed during 1996 will help, but may not address
the full range of variability in the forcing of CTWRs.

Finally, the research undertaken during the ECTD
has relied heavily on available routine coastal obser-
vations and enhancements to them for research pur-
poses. Degradation of the coastal observing system is
likely to severely hamper further progress on this sub-
ject. The continued operation of coastal profilers by
NOAA ETL, NPS, and others is highly beneficial to
this type of research. Operational forecasters may re-
quire these profiler and other coastal observations to
properly sort out the evolution of CTWRs based on
the results of this work. A key future direction must
be to define the needed observing systems to properly
model and forecast these types of coastal disturbances
on a routine basis.
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